Tactile blind photography-An application that is designed to assist visually impaired people in taking pictures. A texture is displayed over each face within the field of view in order to allow appropriate framing. Haptic Physics -Eureka-An application for learning physics through physical interaction. Objects on the screen exhibit forces due to gravity, friction, and spring force. TacScore-An application for reading music through touch. The musical stave is displayed in a spatial tactile map on the screen.
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Phoby therapy: Treatment of small animal phobia using a haptic augmented reality system-This application first diagnoses your fear of small animals like snakes, spiders and cockroaches, and then asks you to touch them on the screen. As you progress through the therapy, the animals become more realistic, starting as nice feeling cartoons and ending by appearing on the table in front of you through augmented reality. TeXecure: A secure input method using textures-This application allows you to unlock your phone or input a PIN not typing in numbers, but by recognizing and choosing the correct textures. 
